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Cinema can easily change people’s opinions
and their outlooks on life. Good films almost
always impact the viewer; just how much varies
by movie and person. Individually, people are
bound to get affected by movies given that a
main goal the cinematic art form has is exactly
to impact and send a message. When the world
is fighting and being stressed out about the
agenda of climate change.

The Bangladeshi filmmakers tried an attempt to
make this issue alive in our consciousness by
making a movie TOMORROW released in 2019.

Tomorrow is a 2019 computer animated
Bangladeshi short film directed by Mohammad
Shihab Uddin which was released in 2019 on
Deepto TV. The film was produced by Kazi
Zahin Hasan and Kazi Zeeshan Hasan for Kazi
Media Limited while Cycore Studios provided
the animation and production services for the
film. The main purpose of the film is to explain
the climate change crisis to children. It won the
best animation film award at Cannes world film
festival for the month of August, 2021. 



The running time of the movie is 25 mins and is classified as a short movie with an IMDb rating of 9.4
out of 10.The plot of the movie revolves around Ratul - a young boy and an old man "wind of
dreams" who takes the boy with him on a set of turmoil of climate change. The boy realises and is
concerned about the aspects and the entire movie promotes positivity by building a futuristic better
world in spite of facing the climate change horrors. The movie's wind of dreams can be related with
the ghost character of ghost in the  movie "Christmas carol" which was an adapted version of the
novel written by Charles Dickens. The amazing screenplay, great concept and voiceover beautified
the entire movie. This movie is suitable for children and can be seen by adults as well to think deeply
and act accordingly about the issue of climate change. 

TOMORROW was released in Bengali and dubbed into English on the request of viewers and later
released in various languages. Available on YouTube. A great blessing to the Bangladeshi cinema
and to the worldwide movie industry.
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